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Dr. Eric Lander sloužil jako ředitel Úřadu pro politiku vědy a
technologie pod vedením zločince Josepha R. Bidena mezi 2.
červnem 2021 – 18. únorem 2022. Během své kariéry Lander
pracoval na lidských genetických variacích, evoluci genomu a podle
k White Hats, řešení fyzických a psychických rozdílů mezi lidskými
klony a jejich hostiteli. Učil také na Harvardu a MIT.

Údajně rezignoval v únoru 2022 poté, co se objevila obvinění, že se
dopustil šikany a hrubého jednání namířeného proti svým
podřízeným a dalším představitelům režimu. White Hats však řekl,
že Deep State je frustrovaný Landerovým „falšováním“ a zbavil ho
svých klonovacích snah.

Náš zdroj řekl, že Landerovo jméno se objevilo v dokumentech,
které speciální jednotky získaly při dřívějších náletech na klonovací
laboratoře v Missouri a na Aljašce.

V jednom dokumentu, který se čte jako záznam v deníku, Lander
naříká, že je nucen pracovat 14 hodin denně, když se snaží vyřešit
to, co popisuje jako nepřekonatelný úkol: prodloužit životnost
vyzrálého klonu na více než tři roky. Jeho vědecký žargon je mimo
rozsah této webové stránky, ale jeho spisy vykreslují obraz šíleného
vědce, který se tlačí až do vyčerpání. Diskutuje o neschopnosti
napravit nedbalou práci svého předchůdce a předchůdce jeho
předchůdce a doporučuje vrátit celou operaci klonování zpět do
„první fáze“. Jeho posledním příspěvkem je šílený potěr, který
kritizuje své manipulátory: „Chtějí výsledky přes noc; takhle věda
nefunguje. Podívejme se, jak dělají to, co já. Ve srovnání se mnou
jsou to pitomí, krátkozrací pitomci, kterým arogance a záliba v
bezprostřednosti ublíží. Proč mě neposlouchají? Proč nevidí, že
nemůžete vrátit desítky let špinavé práce ve dnech, týdnech nebo
měsících? Ne, takhle to nefunguje. Víc pomoci ani nepošlou.
Potřebuji pomoc, skutečnou pomoc."

White Hats věřil, že Lander mohl pomoci najít další klonovací vědce
a další klonovací laboratoře ve Spojených státech.
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V úterý 30. května generál Smith a velitel 5. skupiny speciálních sil
plukovník Brent Lindemen provedli dohled na Landerův dům poté, co
se dozvěděli, že jeho manželka Lori bude několik dní pryč na
umělecké výstavě v Chicagu.

Ve čtvrtek časně ráno speciální jednotky pronikly do domu a našly
Landera sedět u stolu a psát do notebooku. Popadl něco, co
vypadalo jako přívěsek na klíče, a řekl, že je to rozbuška, která
rozstřelí dům (a je) na kusy, pokud ji spustí. Myslel si, že Deep State
poslal speciální jednotky, aby ho zabily.

„Kdo tě poslal? [Merrick] Garland? Obama?" prý řekl.

Zvláštní jednotky ho se zvednutými zbraněmi ujistily, že nejsou Deep
Staters, ale jsou tam, aby ho zadrželi. Řekli Landerovi, že chtějí jeho
spolupráci a že ho ochrání před Deep State, pokud odhodí přívěsek
a vzdá se.

Znepokojený Lander pohnul palcem směrem k tlačítku.

Velitel speciálních sil vklouzl prstem na zahnutou spoušť své
karabiny M4A1 a použil 5,5 libry tlaku potřebného k vymáčknutí
náboje. Jediná kulka .556 zasáhla střed Landeru a on upustil
přívěsek. Zhroutil se na podlahu a lapal po dechu, když se mu na
hrudi hromadila krev. Speciální jednotky přiložily na sací ránu na
hrudi bojovou gázu, ale jejich snaha zachránit ho byla marná. Lander
vypršel několik minut po výstřelu.

Speciální jednotky nenašly v domě žádné výbušniny. Fob byl jen fob
pro Landerův Lexus.

"Bohužel jsme ho nedostali živého," řekl náš zdroj. "Zdálo se, že
pohrdá a bojí se Deep State, a mohli jsme se nějak dohodnout." Ne
všechny operace probíhají podle plánu, a to ani s těmi
nejzkušenějšími vojáky.“
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Rádio Real Raw News pátek večer, 21:00 CST . Téma: DeSantis. Je
legitimní nebo falešný? Proč se tak zoufale snaží dostat do GITMO?

Skutečné syrové zprávy na Blog Talk Radio

(Navštíveno 38 265 krát, 38 265 návštěv dnes)

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 6 minutes ago by Delavic

Maybe he is not really dead and it is a cover story. Don’t want the
mice running especially if they think they are still safe—-just a
thought

What comes to mind is Lethal Weapon when Sgt Murtaugh
(Glover) tell the little kid that he’d shoot the guy in the leg or
something just to stop him (looking at Riggs [gibson])… Of
course we know the story. 

 Why didn’t he try to shoot his wrist with fob…?? 
 Split second thinking was to eliminate. Can’t blame him really… 

 What a shame….

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 hour ago by Delavic

https://www.blogtalkradio.com/realrawnews
http://www.payathome7.com/
http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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This was the top cloning scientist of all and you shoot him dead? He
could have told you everything. Bring that Special Forces Leader in
and keep him in. Until he talks. It was done on purpose, of course, to
kill the top cloning scientist out there before he can spill the beans on
EVERYTHING. Where the centers are, where the scientists are,
where the clones are. This is not good news, it is bad news. Do not
let this Special Forces Leader walk free.

@WindTalker — Yeah, you’re either full of air or you’ve not read
Michael Baxter’s articles on German cloner “Harald Kraus” who lives
at GITMO and far beyond cloning experience than “Eric Lander.”

Men are sequential thinkers, very logical … Lander didn’t think
logically when he picked up the car fob to pretend it was a remote
control to explode his house while facing armed Military! Most
common sensed people freeze their bodies to avert being shot …
Lander, a knuckle-head in the news, dared Military to shoot him …
he “over-thought” the situation and now his widow sorts out the
matters with Military. Ain’t that special….

A nice trip to the morgue for that one… The good news is that the
cloning problems are more pervasive then one would imagine and
that means they pushed the science too fast before stabilizing the
copies… Find every lab and destroy all of the clones and take away
their ability to crank out these maniacs.

Wow, you should bring in that Special Forces Leader. Did he not
think to shoot the guy’s legs off and then bring him in for
questioning? I don’t buy the remote detonator story of the stupid
scientist, and I also don’t think the Special Forces Leader had to
shoot to kill. He says he panicked no doubt, but is that a much
needed cover story? Did they not receive training? Why not shoot to
maim and bring him in for questioning? They have been trying and
trying and trying to get cloning information, haven’t they? I had been
thinking just how much this bastard could have told them about
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cloning. I question the shooter and I think HIS background should be
looked at closely. He should be detained. God, why would you let a
talker like this one go????

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 4 hours ago by Delavic

Oh my how I LOVE this site! It’s the best for finding out what’s going
on even if we don’t see it on the Mockingbird broadcasts. Proud
supporter of RRN.com, money well spent

I wonder why didn’t they shoot his leg instead?

I’m not an expert in shooting combat, I’m just asking.

Not the leg but the hand or arm that held the fob, leg shot would
make him pull the trigger, blow his hand off at the wrist and he would
not have the muscle reflex to pull the trigger even if his hand was still
attached.

 Although I do agree a chest or head shot was stupid. If they felt they
where in that much danger, they could have proven they where more
on his side than the deep state by just backing out the door.

@Snoppy — Lander exhibited insanity on-the-job, and wifey took
flight to shop for “wall art” many states away from hubby.

If I wore a Military uniform and threatened to be blown up by remote
control, I, too, would’ve shot Lander because there are many
behavioral red flags in the article to make such a determination. So, I
completely support Military’s decisive action.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Because a man with a bullet in his leg can still push a button with his
thumb. A dead man, not so much. My amazement is that they didn’t
shoot him in the head which would have been safer for the troops, as
that’s a better spot to stop someone from carrying out an intention…

Well now all of them will be brandishing car remotes at Jag and
saying “I’ll blow you up!”

The skull is the hardest bone material, so bullets ricochet off-course
allowing a human to still function. The same holds true with animals.

Unfortunately the best plans of mice and men go awry. Lander’s
capture would have been a plus if he hadn’t taunted the men sent to
arrest him. His faux pas cost him his life. I guess when you’re
messing with the likes of Obama, Rothschilds’ and the Rockefeller’s
you learn very quickly their intent to have complete control over you
and everything that surrounds you. You are a slave to the Elites.

@Marta Limberg — Military executed Soetoro-Obamas years ago,
and I think I read that all Rothchilds and Rockefellers are now dead,
too. Read execution lists at AMG-news . com

Maybe our bad boy got killed as reported and maybe not.
Disinformation is useful right? If they took him alive and now had
leads on other top scientists it wouldn’t be sensible to tip them off
would it? They would certainly notice his absence but now we
reassure them that they don’t need to go to ground.

Good thinking accually makes sense.
 We all know the deep state is reading this site. I think this site and

many more are in the sights of the Disinformation Governance board
soon to be established.

Good point! Milk the sick son of a bitch for everything he knows.
However,

 his temperament sounds pretty radical, maybe he was shot. I’d have
thought they would at least use a taser to keep him alive for later.
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Ayy Lisa19 is back! Guess you finally realized this stuff is all bullshit,
huh Lisa. Hope you’ve been well!
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Last edited 7 hours ago by Delavic

My husband is a shooting instructor for police and civilians. He tells
his students never to try to maim someone threatening you. It’s too
risky; criminals must be rendered unable to make an unexpected
comeback.

Center of mass and a kill shot to keep him down.
 Never leave a wounded enemy to come at you again.

My father, who was a gun expert, said the same thing. If you are
going to put a gun in your hand, be prepared to shoot to kill. Seeing
all the gunshot wounds I have seen in my life as an RN, I have never
even wanted to hold one. I support the 2A, but just not for me.

It happens. I hope you are never in a position where you are
watching the innocent being murdered, and you, wishing you had the
means to stop it.

 It is an honor of Americans, that carry, to be willing to defend
innocence, at the risk of our own lives, if need be.

 I guess you hadda be there…

Come to think of it, hurt mad scientists are more likely to
meticulously document EVERYTHING so they can revisit their many
grievances and marvel at their own majesty. I bet we now have a
gold mine of intel without the inconvenience of another mouth to
feed!

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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“Hurt mad scientists are more likely to meticulously document
EVERYTHING.”

And you know this how? From the movies?

Scientist probable do keep really good documentation.

Trying to remember everything you did and didn’t do in past
experiments as well as everything other people did and didn’t do
would probable get confusing, especially with something as complex
as cloning humans.

So, Yea he probable did keep meticulous documentation with
something as complex as human cloning.

You’re so funny, Will. No, not from movies. My assumption is based
on the pathological patterns of individuals who are high intelligence
but also intensely neurotic. This personality type tends to value their
own thoughts, feelings, and thinking process to an exaggerated
degree. This article hints as much by reference to the subject’s
bitterness about his genius not being appropriately appreciated by
his inept superiors. I am an anthropologist. We like to research
societal patterns and individual traits. Does this make sense to you?

 Best to you.

No, Will, not the movies. A) A scientist relies on meticulous
documentation to replicate experiments and avoid mistakes, and B)
patterns of behavior associated with high intelligence and high
nueroticism frequently reveals individuals that tend to exaggerate
their own thought process and value their own methodologies as
sacrosanct. The article suggested as much by the reference to the
subject’s consuming bitterness that his genius was not appropriately
appreciated by his inept superiors.

 Does this make sense to you?
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The sheer number of sick and depraved people in this world, never
ceases to leave me breathless. Of course they’re all highly educated
most often with Harvard degrees……there’s something so wrong
about that university, so wrong.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Jim Panner

I do lose some sleep over how many more there are like him. We’re
overrun with Dr Frankensteins

People are dying. Not just the DS but those who took the Jab,
families left behind unable to support themselves financially.I know
people who are now full of cancer. I see grocery lines increasing
because many are not left to bag for you. MASSIVE nursing
shortage.Workers who collect OUR garbage on the side walks are
diminishing and we depend on them for their service. Lawns are not
being mowed because people have become so sick it hurts.And
truthers leaving the body prematurely. If you can see what’s not
scrubbed from the internet look into the Deagal/ Deagle reports.

Just got through with a pediatric patient of 12 years, male, presently
with cough, shortness of breath and lower abdominal pain absent
trauma.

His chest xray looks like ALL the rest who have taken the clotshot.
Right lung abnormal lung markings appearing fibrotic and chronic. A
50 year old pathologist presented the same way. The dyspnea has
yet not resolved heretofore.

Every surgeon, cardiologist and radiologist is at least double
clotshotted leaving too few procedural pros for the infirm in the near
future.

That’s a surprise to hear about the MD’s you mentioned, I would
have thought of that genre, none of them would have taken the shot
or at least taken the sugary one. From what I can see, if we had that
many of these so called ‘professionals’ taken in by the covid/vax
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scam, they weren’t anything but snake salesman anyway, hence no
real loss to have them gone. The whole medical framework has been
bred into us for decades and its all been smoke & mirrors all the way.

Dear God, this is sick. This is global genocide. This is what Hilary &
Co have been trying to do with the Rothschilds since 2017 had she
been elected. THANK GOD DONALD TRUMP GOT IN THE WAY.

I was just going to ask you more about your comment above, “Wiki
leaks DEAGLE. Julian Assange”,’ What are you saying about
Deagle? I knew the Deagle report of a couple of years ago
forecasted the population decreases in major countries by 2025 (or
2030?) Was hoping you’d elaborate.

My suggestion would be to read the Deagle report again and again
and think about what is happening now and how it cannot be
stopped. The DS may be crumbling before your eyes but the
damage has already been done.

Since they are fully aware of the vulgar machines called clones
(which have no right to life), they must also be aware of the vile
scum called reptilians. Those freaks are everywhere and must be
eliminated on the spot. Have the white hats figured out how to
remove their disguise?? I would like to know how. Is it a frequency
that we can put out ourselves during their speaking events?? I want
to help with exposing the invaders that should NEVER have been
allowed to invade. We have been polluted, we need people with
integrity who cannot be tempted and duped by financial gain or
promises of better & more advanced technology by beings that need
stay on their own planets. I don’t know any details, and I don’t
believe most of the nonsense coming out of people today, but Thoth
spoke about them thousands of years ago in his Emerald Tablets
and I have seen the slip-ups and evidence being caught on camera.
This is a problem that needs to be exterminated.
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Have you considered psychiatric medication? I think that might help
with your alien reptile problem.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Will Caulfield

You must’ve gone off your Caulfield. The reptilian thing is more real
than most of us who live in Disney World have any idea. I look
forward to the day when they’re revealed and dis-believers like
yourself have your world ROCKED.

You live in Disney World? That sounds just awful.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Will Caulfield

Yes the Reptilians are amongst us….If you want some proof what
they look like check out Walensky, Whitmer, Newsom, Hochule, the
list is endless. Any in a high position in any of our federal govt and
possibly states, are no doubt members of that breed. I was totally
FOOLED by FL’s DeSantis but he has shown is true nature lately by
who he associates with. Check out that DHS Secretary Mayorkas, if
that creep isnt a reptile, i don’t know who is

Last edited 3 hours ago by Jim Panner

Thank you, I’m glad you believe too. There’s a guy on YT, JW TV,
who’s been showing some very interesting and peculiar clips of
people showing some signs of possibly being one of those creatures
too. I read that they have always sought out positions in authority.
There are way too many deviant level agendas happening.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just
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Last edited 8 hours ago by Delavic

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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I’m glad the marine acted swiftly and protected his team I’m tired of
seeing them be killed for stupid reasons they would not have gotten
much out of this man this man was a paranoid lunatic who probably
would have committed suicide in the cell anyway

All the US needs is one waco, one ruby ridge and it is go time! To all
the govt fucks reading this, you are in way over your heads here
mates.

ONE WACO and the USA goes richter You think you can deny
millions of ANGRY gun owners from interstate travel when this shit
goes???? Cut the electrons. Cut the banks. Cut the food production.
Black flag.

Bring. It.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Julie

We’ve already had one Ruby Ridge and one Waco. Didn’t seem to
accomplish much of anything.

I suspect the slowness of what we’re seeing is to keep what you
hope for from happening. Civil war and anarchy would not be a good
experience even though I hunger for a major correction but the
country would be in such a disarray, it wouldn’t work. Certain
elements in China WANT us in a

 CIVIL WAR, so China could move in. Not for me thank you.

Wow, that could have been a goldmine of information. If only he
would have listened instead of threatening to blow up the place. The
officer who shot him had no choice. Oh well, I guess his paranoia
stimmed from knowing too much and he was waiting for the demons
to take him out before he could tell the White Hats anything. It was
probably hard to live with all of that. Good job by the White Hats.
Thank you Lord for protecting our country, DJT, the White Hats and
all patriots. Thank you for Michael and his reporting of all these
events….in Jesus Holy Name.
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Not being there the only other option could be to blow off his fob
hand and that would be risky as it might set the fob off. A no win
situation created by a very unstable person who didn’t care about
dying.

Lmao this shit rules. Tell us more about the clone labs MB, did aliens
build them?

Actually some were built by aliens now that you mention it. It was
aliens that showed the deepstate how to clone.

A secret invisible log that no one will ever see just like all of the
imaginary evidence from these stories

how about that super invisible song you’ve got in your reportoire
Kurdt Cobbane? Did you finish the video to “RAPE ME”?

A bluff is a bluff, no matter how rough. In future operations, lasers,
mounted on weapons, could be used in house arrests. Targeting
lasers are very accurate, when installed and operated correctly. A
small red or green dot on the fob would have allowed the soldiers to
disarm their target. All that aside, it is easily understandable how
massive fear plays a role in any White Hat operation. Timing is
always critical in a standoff. Now the search for more cloning labs
must continue. Using the hologram generator’s frequency of
operation to detect holograms would be a good tool in the search.

Myself if Special Forces would look for safety deposit box keys.

Would relentlessly recommend to torch the house, burn to the
ground with scientist inside, first with his teeth removed, torching
Dave Chipman style.

Don’t want potential stash research data falling into wrong hands. No
doubt wife knows where it is.

Lander’s wife would go nuts getting house burning news, and maybe
tickled pink her husband is dead.
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That wanna be headdick of the Gaytf, chipman, needs a GOOD ass
kicking. He’s a transgender child killer occultist little dick prick.

I’d fight him myself, fucking white trash piece of shit Chipman

Myself referenced “Chipman” known as: Flame Thrower Man, aka,
arsonist extraordinaire, unfortunately you couldn’t read into that,
ensuing Chipman rant.

Evidently, you cannot help yourself to evaluate what others write,
and your off-the cuff – knee jerk responce is the litmus test of your
intellect.

Suspect you’ve been watching the View for a long period of time,
inadvertently groomed in their thought process.

Whose your favorite personality? Whoopi Goldberg, Joy Behar,
Sunny Hostin, Sara Haines, Alyssa Farah Griffin or Ana Navarro?

Wrong, I’m spot on with my writings in paragraph #2, in quoting DJT:
“your a sick puppy” no matter what side of the isle your on.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
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Last edited 9 hours ago by Delavic

So when the wife comes home, what is being said to her?? How
does this play out?

Keep telling yourself that, fucktard. It’s obviously the only way you
can cope with the impending doom of the Deep State…

#CirclingTheDrain

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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What impending doom? MB has been writing this garbage for over 3
years and nothing has changed and nothing he’s ever written has
been proven real. He wrote that Trump was going to be back in office
like 3 years ago dude

True we don’t get videos but if you’ll notice the ‘folks’ that are
apprehended, don’t seem to be around anymore…..that’s all I care
about…..until the MOCKING BIRD MEDIA is extinguished, we will
never know for sure but I’ve been twisting in the wind for 3 yrs with
MB and I’m totally into his reporting as the best we can do for now.

Bro what the fuck are you talking about, all of them are still around.
MB just calls them clones and shit. They’re all still here

Because I am fascinated and entertained by you people who do
believe all the ridiculous garbage you read on the internet. It blows
my mind that you guys actually believe this secret Alaska clone lab
bullshit is real

Wow…You know the guy’s rant sounded very “rational” in a sick way
to me. I mean the rant against his Deep State bosses.

Yes, I agree his rants did make sense, too bad he had to die he
could have provide much information to the White Hats.

No big loss. Better dead than continue to clone for money
 . Mad science ends like the Frankenstein stories.😏

After our two White Hats were murdered via a clone bomb one
cannot take any chances…got to do what you have to do……good
job!!

Yes and I remember the Marines that were killed by that truck that
was pulled over outside Colo Springs last year. I was sorry as hell
the guys got ambushed they simply weren’t expecting live
combatants inside.
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One more thing. In your unnecessarily detailed account of the M4A1,
you neglected to describe the weapon’s finish, the alloy of which the
barrel and bolt were manufactured, the port pressure of the recoil
mechanism, and complete description of the stock. Those can also
be found on Wikipedia.

yea, you’re a total know nothing when it comes to weapons’
systems.

 i prefer the curved trigger to the flat one. It seems my finger goes
right where it should every time.

5.5lbs is heavy. I’ve got a 3lbs trigger on one rifle and full auto on the
4lbs one.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Julie

Michael your productivity is ON FIRE. Of course, no one has ever
heard of this guy, so to quote Winston Wolfe when asked about the
late Marvin, “No one who will be missed.” Strained analogy but
appropriate.

It is beyond easy to make a new account on here on the rare
occasion that MB uses the ol banhammer

I recently got banned on RT News because I kept commenting on
Ukrainian child torture and trafficking,Adrenochome production, drug
running,money laundering virus labs etc

Keep doing that precious commenting on any & every website you
can–people are still so helplessly deluded. Every little bit of truth
helps. 🙂

You’ve got to be kidding with me, RT is not like Tass, Pravda or
CNN.

Michaels are more comforting and conform better to the world as you
want it to be. A natural human reaction
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Wrong. I have met Eric a few times at MIT. My ex-wife was a Ph.D.
candidate at the time applying to his lab. He has been a founding
member of a few BioTech’s in Cambridge, MA; a brilliant person.

To Eric’s credit, he mapped out the entire rat and mouse genomes
under budget and with months to spare for each project when the
human genome progject was just getting going. With the knowledge
he gained from those two projects, he jumped onto the human
genome project and mapped more than any other lab out there even
though he came to the party late. Tech companies gave his lab their
equipment for free and his team rewrote the software to get the
information that they needed, not what the tech companies thought
labs needed. Look up his CV, his peer reviewed papers, the man is a
genius.

”
 Correction: “the man WAS a genius” — and the Present Tense it is

 “he’s a DEAD GENIUS” …. and since he no longer IS an IS, the
 Future Tense reads, “he will be kindling in Lucifer’s Bondfire of

Luciferian
 Vanities.”
 (Drop mic …. exit stage left)

Last edited 7 hours ago by WWG1WGA

Technically, we were not there as witnesses, so we don’t know if he
is dead or alive. Maybe he made a deal with Special Forces and this
story is a cover.

 However it went down, I hope it is beneficial for our side.
 Thanks for info MB. Hope your ailments are getting better daily.

Sending you prayers for a speedy recovery.

Smart people do stupid things, stupid people do smart things.
Depends on who and what else is involved. There are beings all
around us and hear everything. Angels, demons, AI tech, voice to
skull tech. Facing a gun, this is how he acted, he lied.
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He had no idea who was in front of him and what might happen? It’s
possible to read the intention of the person with a gun in front of
someone, possible to read it wrong also get no reading at all.

Actually, I think I have. I didn’t remember the right name but I
recognize his face. Eons ago when I was in college studying
biochemistry I vaguely remember some kind of genetics lecture he
threw on campus with another professor from another Ivy League
type University.

No, I did not suddenly remember him. I revered Dr. Lander as did my
ex-wife. I met him and was in his lab a few times when he was at the
Whitehead Institute. MIT is a small community when ones spouse is
a Ph.D. candidate. The Department of Biology at MIT is not
fragmented like it is at Harvard where the departments are basically
separate entities.

All Department of Biology Professors during IAP give an one hour
lecture about their research to the Ph.D. candidates to help them
with the direction they want to go, and the labs they want to court
based on the research. My ex-wife wanted to be in Dr. Lander’s lab. I
wanted her to be Dr. Lander’s lab as his research was cutting edge.
Unfortunately, Eric decided not to take on a Ph.D. candidate that
year.

Mr. Baxter, I am very glad to know that the trigger was curved. Now,
on to other matters. May we have another Governor? A mayor? A
state senator? A manager of a local TV station? These are corners
that WE must clean up anyway. We must know if they have been
tended to, or perhaps given a clean bill of health, or perhaps waiting
their turn. Crooked people never had a real work ethic. That’s why
they turned crooked. We will find these C.V.’s, resumes, and
biographies were mostly “cooked up.” We need to elect normal
people and for that we must abolish the “signatures requirement” of
primary elections. THAT is the KEY to freedom.
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How’s that foot?

What difference does it make? A clone will hit the ground running
without missing a beat for anyone of consequence who is
apprehended and there will be no discernible difference in how the
government operates.

Quick question, if our elections are always being stolen by the Deep
State with no accountability, how can we elect the good people you
mentioned?

Abolish the signatures requirement. In the Indiana Code this is under
IC 3-8-4 and 6. Only a political party has the aparatchiks to knock on
25-thousand doors if you might wish to present yourself for
consideration in the election for governor. The target is the most
important thing. More important than your aim. The signatures
requirement is the bullseye in every state.

Apparently, if enough MAGA are out to vote, a landslide happens,
their cheating won’t matter. On the other hand, if one more election
is rigged to the point that Trump doesn’t win, there will be a whole lot
of hell to pay because MAGA will accept no more of what we have
now.

Go outside WrongWay, get some air or spend time with your
grandkids or something. You are devoting your whole life to
obsessing over fictional stories of governors being arrested and
replaced by clones

If anyone needed arresting it was that witch Whitmer. I am on happy
feet hearing that bitch was taken down.

Unfortunate. Insane and fidgety, not a good combination when being
arrested under the best circumstances.

 Keep after ‘em White Hats!
 Thank You for the article Michael Baxter.

 Lookin forward to “Hangin’ with Baxter” tonight!
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The idea of cloning is wild beyond my imagination. The only people
to create clones seem like they have something to hide from we that
are forced to support them financially. I don’t know about anyone
else, but, my soul is not on this orb to be a unit of cash for anyone at
all other than myself. Every species on the planet, except modern
day man, kills the unstable amongst their groups. When will humans
come back to life?

“They” have given us a little sneak peek into the reality of cloning in
an interesting movie “Swan Song.”

Jste tak prehistoričtí, ta věc s klonem je skutečná, stanete se
katatonickým, když pravda prosákne ven, aby ji všichni viděli. Alenka
v říši divů, kterou jsme byli všichni hypnotizováni, skončí.

 
 


